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Truck Mounted

Standard models
Proteus Hot Boxes are available to fit as 
permanent, dedicated tipping chassis 
mounts, in various sizes to suit different 
trucks.

The HB3M ‘Street Fixer’ is a 2.7 tonne 
capacity mobile Hot Box for tipper 
mounting. This model comes complete 
with storage areas for tools, wacker 
plates and so on. The Street Fixer is for 
mounting to a 7.5 tonne GVW chassis 
and is the ideal all-in-one solution for 
small road repairs.

The HB9M is a 9 tonne capacity mobile 
Hot Box for tipper mounting, designed 
for fitting to an 18 tonne GVW truck. 
Its larger cousin, the HB15M, will hold 
15 tonnes of material and is designed 
for a 26 tonne GVW tipper. The tipping 
mechanism replaces the traditional 
auger, and this speeds up discharge 
times with no sacrifice in control and 
offers all the maintenance benefits 
associated with having far fewer 
wearing parts.

All these Boxes feature two chambers 

enabling customers to store separate 
mixes, and utilise our gentle-burning 
thermostatically controlled propane 
gas heating. For the ultimate ease 
of operation, they are available with 
optional pneumatic-powered lids 
operated from the cab.

All our chassis-mounted Hot Boxes 
are also available to buy as brand new 
complete units pre-mounted onto 
integral Euro 5 trucks complete with a 
range of ‘full spec’ extras. If you would 
like more information on these then just 
give us a call.

Custom sizes and 
configurations available

The main photo shows a custom setup 
with two Hot Boxes mounted on a single 
vehicle, which allowed the customer to 
store four separate mixes of hot asphalt 
at once. If you have a requirement for 
a specific non-standard size of Hot Box, 
or indeed an idea for a customised 
configuration like the one pictured, 
Proteus will be happy to assist.


